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Abstract: Soft robots are being developed as implantable devices and surgical tools with increasing
frequency. As this happens, new attention needs to be directed at the materials used to engineer these
devices that interface with biological tissues. Biocompatibility will increase if traditional materials
are replaced with biopolymers or proteins. Gelatin-based actuators are biocompatible, biodegradable,
versatile, and tunable, making them ideal for biomedical and biomechanical applications. While
building devices from protein-based materials will improve biocompatibility, these new materials also
bring unique challenges. The properties of gelatin can be tuned with the addition of several additives,
crosslinkers, and plasticizers to improve mechanical properties while altering the characteristic fluid
absorption and cell proliferation. Here, we discuss a variety of different gelatin actuators that allow
for a range of actuation motions including swelling, bending, folding, and twisting, with various
actuation stimulants such as solvent, temperature, pneumatic pressure, electric field, magnetic field,
or light. In this review, we examine the fabrication methods and applications of such materials for
building soft robots. We also highlight some ways to further extend the use of gelatin for biomedical
actuators including using fiber-reinforced gelatin, gelatin cellular solids, and gelatin coatings. The
understanding of the current state-of-the-art of gelatin actuators and the methods to expand their
usage may expand the scope and opportunities for implantable devices using soft hydrogel robotics.
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1. Introduction

Gelatin is a heterogeneous mixture of peptides and proteins derived from collagen
through partial hydrolysis that destroys cross-linkages between polypeptide chains and
breaks polypeptide bonds [1,2]. In this hydrolyzed state, gelatin is versatile and has many
benefits. Gelatins are readily derived without the need for synthesis, are harmless to the
environment due to rapid degradation rates, and allow for the incorporation of water-
soluble additives [3]. Gelatin is used extensively in the food [2,4,5], pharmaceutical [6,7],
cosmetic [8], and photography [9,10] industries. In food industries, gelatin is used for
emulsification, texturization, and stabilization [11]. In pharmaceutical industries, gelatin is
used for drug encapsulation [12], drug stabilization [13], wound dressing [14,15], plasma
expansion [16], ointment filling [17], and emulsification [18]. After the long historical
use of gelatin in these industries, applications of gelatin are now also used in diverse
biomechanical fields from drug delivery [19] to bone tissue engineering [20,21].

Gelatin has more recently been studied for use in non-conventional active roles such as
actuators in soft robotic devices [22,23], and wearables [3,24,25]. Soft actuators are sensitive
to environmental fluctuations that convert chemical and physical energy into mechanical
work [22]. However, hydrogels such as gelatin are considered to be mechanically weak
materials [26], they are soft and brittle and cannot withstand large deformations from
environmental fluctuations due to their polymer networks containing inhomogeneities such
as dangling chains and loops [26]. Gelatin gels are also easily broken into fragments under
a modest compressive load [27]. Gelatin-based gels have a moderate performance when
strained and rapidly dry when operated in air, causing stiffening and limiting the stability
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and durability of the gelatin elements [3]. The mechanical properties of conventional
hydrogels such as gelatin are also evaluated by shearing or compression rather than by
stretching because of poor deformability [26].

Although alone they are characterized as mechanically weak materials, the physical
properties of gelatin gels can be easily tuned with additives, nanocomposites, or plasticiz-
ers [28]. Gelatin hydrogels can also serve as a platform for building actuators for biomedical
applications because of their biocompatibility [29,30], ability to promote cell adhesion and
proliferation [31], tissue-like stiffness [32,33] and other attractive properties such as fluid
absorbance [34]. With the use of various material additives and fabrication techniques
that enhance gelatin’s mechanical properties, the benefits of gelatin hydrogel materials
can be exploited and they can be applied as actuators. Many soft fluidic actuators have
been modeled and controlled through various methods, including differential simulations,
topology optimizations, data-driven modeling and control methods, hardware control
boards, nonlinear estimations, and analytical and numerical modeling methods, such as
dynamic modeling and finite element modeling [35,36]. Finite element modeling methods
were found to be especially effective in capturing the strong nonlinearities and complex ge-
ometries of soft actuators [37]. Since gelatin can be both hyperelastic and viscoelastic [38,39],
finite element modeling methods are useful to predict gelatin actuation performance and
optimize designs.

In this review, we classify gelatin actuators based on their kinetic motion, i.e., linear
type, bending type, and twisting type (Figure 1). We identify for each of these different
motions the different ways in which gelatin can be engineered to be stimulated by envi-
ronmental fluctuations in pH [40,41], solvent [22], temperature [42], humidity [43], electric
field [44], magnetic field [45], or light [46]. The actuation motion and stimuli diversity
of gelatin actuators is dictated by how the gelatin is modified with additives, such as
crosslinkers, reinforcements, and plasticizers, and by actuator structural design [47]. The
structural designs of these gelatin actuators can be fabricated through several techniques,
such as mold casting [23,48], spin-coating [43], and 3D printing [49,50]. In classifying the
gelatin actuators according to kinetic motions, it can be seen how currently widely used
non-biocompatible biomedical actuators of a particular kinetic motion can be replaced with
gelatin actuators that carry out the same motions, through different fabrication methods,
depending on the stimulations, the additives, and the structural designs.
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Figure 1. Overview schematic of gelatin actuators.

While gelatin has been demonstrated to be useful and functional as an actuator in
the biomechanical field, there are many ways that evolving gelatin applications can be
extended within soft robotics. This can be achieved by improving the material properties
of gelatin with the use of reinforced fibers or with the use of gelatin cellular solids or foams.
Gelatin coatings may also serve to enhance the functional biocompatibility and efficiency
of synthetic actuators. With these methods, there is an opportunity to widen the scope for
innovation with gelatin actuators and medical device design.

2. Versatile Actuation Using Gelatin
2.1. Linear Actuators

The majority of small gelatin linear actuators are stimulated by swelling. The swelling
of hydrogels such as gelatin can be used for actuating and sensing applications [51]. The
swelling of gelatin actuators is stimulated through solvents creating environmental fluctu-
ations in terms of pH, compositions, and concentrations [52]. The swelling also depends
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on the substrate and solvent material synthesis as well as on the time spent in the solvent.
Swelling-stimulated hydrogel actuators work as drug delivery systems by initially trapping
molecules in their crosslinked polymer networks. When the hydrogel is in contact with a
solution that causes it to swell, the distance between the polymer chains in the gel increase,
and the drug is released into the bloodstream [53]. Gelatin is a hydrophilic material with a
water uptake of above 100% when immersed for periods as short as 5 min, and above 500%
when immersed for 15 min [54]. In general, a high temperature, low gelatin concentration,
and deviation from the isoelectric point can promote the swelling or disintegration of the
gelatin polymer networks [46,55].

Some linear actuation due to solvent swelling depends on the solvent’s pH. Ooi
et al., studied the effects of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) on the swelling ratio of a CNC-
reinforced gelatin hydrogel crosslinked with glutaraldehyde [53]. They found that the
hydrogels were highly sensitive to changes in pH and had a maximum swelling ratio
at pH 3. This ability to vary swelling ratios depending on the stimulant pH allows for
the control of swelling with a viable pH in the body and makes it a good candidate
for drug carriers. Hajikarimi and Sadeghi studied the effect of pH on the swelling of
nanocomposite hydrogels of N-vinyl pyrrolidone via acrylic acid (gelatin-g-NVP-AA) with
and without the addition of nanoclay crosslink sodium montmorillonite (gelatin-g-NVP-
AA/MMT) [56]. The maximum drug absorption occurred at pH 8 and the rate of swelling
increased with decreasing particle size. The hydrogel with the nanoclay significantly
increased the absorption capacity of the nanocomposite.

Some linear actuation due to solvent swelling depends on the solvent’s and gelatin’s
concentrations and compositions. Microbial transglutaminase (m-TG) is a common non-
toxic crosslinking agent for gelatin [57,58]. A study by Besser et al., used a bi-layer gelatin-
laminin hydrogel crosslinked with microbial transglutaminase that swells in a high glucose
content solution [59]. The substrate with both laminin and gelatin more authentically
recapitulated the composition and mechanical properties of the extracellular matrix. Using
a gelatin concentration between 4% and 10% for the hydrogels allows for an elastic modulus
of about 1–25 kPa which corresponds to the stiffnesses appropriate for multiple cell types.
The crosslinked hydrogel acts as a substrate for human stem cells, Schwann cells, and
skeletal muscle cells to adhere to and proliferate and the degree of swelling is inversely
proportional to gelatin concentration. Li et al., developed a PHEMA-gelatin actuator with a
ductile gelatin micro-disc embedded in a 3D rigid PHEMA polymeric network that can con-
tract (swell) in high-concentration salt solutions and relax (de-swell) in dilute solutions [60].
This behavior is due to the synergy of phase separation and the Hofmeister effect of the
hydrogel. Tattanon et al., studied the swelling of a gelatin hydrogel with hydroxyapatite
crosslinked with genipin, a low toxicity, water-soluble bi-functional crosslinking reagent, to
increase material strength [52,61]. The material has superior swelling behavior and degra-
dation rate in deionized water compared to that in a phosphate-buffered saline solution;
this is due to the hydroxyl groups of deionized water that react with gelatin’s hydrophilic
functional groups.

Gelatin is also used to create actuators that disintegrate or dissolve when stimulated
photothermally. Wu et al., developed a self-propelled biodegradable multilayer rocket
for anticancer drug delivery to cancer cells [46]. The layers of the rocket are bovine
serum albumin (BSA), poly-l-lysine (PLL), and heat-sensitive gelatin hydrogel with gold
nanoparticles, doxorubicin, or catalase. Near-infrared irradiation is absorbed as heat into
the gelatin which melts the actuator down and rapidly releases the drugs into cancer cells.

2.2. Bending Actuators

Bending actuators convert actuation energy into a bending motion. Although gelatin
has a reputation for having relatively poor mechanical properties, it can produce a wide
range of bending motions [3,44,62]. Gelatin is also extremely versatile and can be actuated
by several stimuli, including pH [41], temperature [63], solvent [22,43], mechanically [64],
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pneumatically [3,23,28,48,49,65,66], or electrically [44,67–71]. The following section de-
scribes a variety of efforts to build bending actuators from gelatin-based materials.

A mechanically actuated gelatin finger (Figure 2A) was proposed by Harris et al. [64].
Its components were fabricated by crosslinking gelatin with microbial transglutaminase
which allows for tuning the stiffness of the material and prevents the material from turning
brittle by increasing the Young’s Modulus [72]. The resulting gelatin actuator compliance
matches in vivo tissues and may be a favorable chemical interface for host tissues.
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Figure 2. Bending actuators. (A) Mechanically actuated gelatin bending actuators with Nitinol wire
and crosslinked with microbial transglutaminase ([64], original image). (B) pH-sensitive swelling
bilayer gelatin actuator in water before and after deformation [41]. (Images (A,B) are licensed under
CC BY 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 30 October 2022))).

A temperature-responsive reversible bi-layer film actuator was proposed by Stroganov
et al., with one of the layers being gelatin and the other being polycaprolactone (PCL) [63].
The actuator can be both folded and unfolded. The gelatin layer swells in water applying
compressive stress on the hydrophobic PCL layer and the PCL layer bends and folds at
high temperatures and unfolds at room temperature. This actuator has applications in cell
encapsulation and release, and scaffold design [63].

Solvent-stimulated bending actuators based on solvent or gelatin concentrations have
different forms. Self-folding robots were developed to undergo geometric transformations
due to the varying thickness and stiffness of the gelatin layer crosslinked with microbial
transglutaminase and chemically coupled to an aluminum-nylon tri-layer [62]. The con-
structs fold when dehydrated in a polyethylene glycol solution, where water diffuses out,
and unfolds when rehydrated in a NaCl solution, where water diffuses into the system. The
folding actuation is affected by the changes in hydrogel mechanics, thickness, and cross-
linking density. The bilayer actuators produce a simple bending motion when stimulated
to swell [22]. Hanzly et al., proposed a solvent-stimulated gelatin bi-layer actuator formed
with two different gelatin layers of different stiffnesses [22]. Crosslinking gelatin with
glutaraldehyde (GTA) increases cross-link density, increasing the stiffness of the gelatin
layer. The higher modulus layer acts as a strain-limiting layer when the actuator swells in
response to a soluble starch, causing bending. The actuator can then return to a relaxed
state when the starch is hydrolyzed with the enzyme, α-amylase. The actuator can be used
as a shape-shifting hydrogel in soft machines or to deliver nutraceuticals, flavors, or drugs
upon ingestion. The actuators can also create folding motions.

A swelling-stimulated bending actuator based on pH sensitivity to the solvent was
proposed by Riedel et al., in the form of a bilayer gelatin actuator [41]. It was appropriately
modified with energetic electron beams to control the switching behavior with environ-
mental conditions and programmable bio-absorbability (Figure 2B). They found that there
is a strong dependence of the swelling on the pH, which is correlated to the isoelectric
point, and that the strongest swelling occurs at a pH of 2–3. Varying material properties
such as gel concentration, irradiation dose, pH value, and salt concentration can tune the
stimuli’ responsiveness. This actuator has a wide range of applications in bio-sensors and
self-expanding bio-actuators.

A magnetic field-stimulated bending actuator was designed by Helminger et al. [45].
They developed a gelatin-based ferrogel by embedding iron ions into the gelatin hydrogel.
They do this by bonding gelatin molecules to ferrous metal cations which act as a template
for the co-precipitation of the magnetic nanoparticles. These magnetic nanoparticles are
stimulated by an external magnetic field to create a bending actuator. The study also found

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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that the adsorption of these magnetic nanoparticles onto the polymer matrix limits the
swelling of the hydrogel and makes them lose their thermoreversible properties.

The pneumatically-stimulated bending gelatin actuators have more variety in design
and form. Some benefits of soft pneumatic actuation are that they are more lightweight,
flexible, and versatile with actuation modes [73], and offer less pollutive and hazardous
complications than actuating with non-sustainable chemicals or electric fields [74]. One
of the trepidations of using soft natural biomaterials as a pneumatic actuator is that they
may fail under the high, pressurized forces required of a pneumatic actuator to carry out
the desired actuation; hydrogel actuators can typically handle around 15 psi actuation
pressure [75]. However, by leveraging gelatin composites, a strong elastomeric material
can be made that is comparable to silicone [48] or India rubber [76]. These new materials
have then been used to fabricate effective pneumatic actuators from gelatin analogs.

When gelatin was mixed with glycerol and water in a ratio of 1:1:8, the resulting
elastomer can be cast to create a new type of edible, biodegradable pneumatic actuator [23].
The same material was also used to fabricate a tube-like actuator that bends due to a strain-
limiting layer on one side (Figure 3A) [66]. An “elephant trunk” actuator that can actuate
into an s-shape or a u-shape guided by a crocheted cotton yarn exoskeleton was created
using a modified mixture of these three ingredients that included citric acid [3]. This created
an acidic environment and increased the safety of the material by preventing bacterial
growth. They found that using a shellac resin as a biocompatible coating on the actuator
delays dissolution even in acidic, stomach fluid-like environments. They also added other
sugars and food additives to enhance the extensibility and structural properties of the
actuator without sustainability and edibility being compromised. PneuNets (pneumatic
network actuators) are a class of pneumatic soft actuators known for their ability to make
sophisticated motions with simple controls [77]. It was found that modifying the gelatin,
glycerol, and water mixture with citric acid and sodium chloride additives can mold
room-temperature self-healing pneumatic actuators such as the pneuNets (Figure 3B) [28].
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pressurized and pressurized states [66]. (B) PneuNet actuators made of gelatin and glycerol are used
as grippers to apply a force that picks up objects [23,28]. (Images (A,B) are licensed under CC BY 4.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 30 October 2022))).

The combination of materials was also used to create pneumatic pouch-based actuators
that were edible and biodegradable while also being untethered and self-actuating due to
the food-safe cyclic chemical reactions between citric acid and sodium bicarbonate filling
the pouch actuator with gases that release through a valve when pressurized [48]. The
ratios of gelatin, glycerol, and water were altered to increase the glycerol content in a ratio
of 1:6:5; in addition, the actuator was biodegradable in warm water. These characteristics
allow the actuator to be used as deployable agricultural robots that roam freely, acting as
sources of nutrients to various flora and fauna before degrading.

Fiber-reinforced elastic enclosure (FREE) gelatin actuators were also built to perform
an omnidirectional movement at rapid response times of less than 1 s [49]. The FREE gelatin
actuator is a cylindrical body with three chambers arranged in 120◦ rotation and was 3D
printed based on the fused deposition modeling method. The 3D-printed stretchable
waveguides were integrated with this soft robotic actuator to combine optical sensor
networks to enable integrated curvature, direction, and force sensing with high precision.
It was then reinforced with cotton fiber obliquely wound around the actuator body to

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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improve bending performance. The robots were capable of real-time control and could be
used to detect and remove obstacles.

Pneumatic gelatin actuators can also be made to be consumed. Since edible gummy
candies use gelatin as a main ingredient, it was found that they could be melted and recast
into edible pneuNet molds [65]. Although the resulting actuator was edible, it takes about
three days to cure recast gummy bears, and the actuators had reduced elasticity. Thus, the
authors cast an alternate mixture, made of gelatin, water, and corn syrup, that was more
elastic and appealing to consume. A single-pour mold was used for more robust designs of
the gelatin candy actuators [78].

Gelatin-based bending actuators can also be electromechanically stimulated. Elec-
troactive polymers (EAPs) are electrically simulated materials with many unique appealing
properties, including low weight, flexibility, and high energy density [44]. Gelatin alone is
not an EAP because it has a low water resistance [67], limited mobility of polarized groups
due to hydrogen bonds [44], and reduced mechanical properties when treated with an acid
or base at high temperatures [67]. However, gelatin can be used for EAP applications by
reinforcing the gelatin with filler materials or through chemical cross-linking [67].

Elhi et al., developed tri-layer electroactive polymer actuators out of polypyrrole and
a gelatin hydrogel with choline acetate and choline isobutyrate ionic liquids [79]. The
actuator was robust due to the high elasticity of the membrane and the ionic conductivity
of the choline electrolytes. Another study used a gelatin-water hydrogel film to create
a simple ionic actuator by immersing it in a 0.1 M NaOH solution with two contactless
steel electrodes [69]. They assessed the electro-mechanical performance of the film and
demonstrated the bending behavior of the swollen material in response to the electric field.

Graphene as a filler material in gelatin was studied for its electrical, thermal, and
electromechanical properties under electric fields through copper electrodes [67]. It was
found that the increased surface area and concentration of graphene led to increased storage
modulus responses. A 0.1% volume graphene/gelatin hydrogel delivered the greatest
deflection distance and di-electrophoresis force, making it a good candidate for actuation.
Graphene additives were also found to exhibit high tensile strength [68]. Graphene oxide
(GO) is easier to disperse in composite solvents than graphene [68,70]. Thus, GO is found
to be a useful additive for electroactive gelatin polymers as it increases the tensile strength,
Young’s modulus, and energy at the break of gelatin [80]. The electro-responsive properties
of the GO gelatin composite were investigated under external electric fields through copper
electrodes. It was found to have larger magnitude responses as compared to gelatin
hydrogels and graphite-gelatin composites (Figure 4A) [44]. GO has also been incorporated
in gelatin methacrylate (GelMA) due to the excellent photo-patternable properties of GelMA
in the fabrication of bio-compatible microscale structures [70]. The resulting hydrogel
had tunable mechanical strength and enhanced electrical properties. However, GO does
not have as strong electrical properties as graphene does, so chemically reducing GO
to graphene to form reduced graphene oxide (RGO) restores its properties, but requires
reductants and suspension agents that are toxic, making it unsuitable for biomedical
applications [68].

One study used multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) in gelatin composites
because carbon nanotubes have excellent electrical properties [71]. The composite was
dispersed with ionic surfactant and then placed in an aqueous medium of NaCl solution
between two platinum electrodes generating a DC electric field. The resulting actuator
bent due to the osmotic pressure difference at the solution gel interface and showed good
reversible behavior compared to gelatin alone, which eroded significantly on continuous
exposure to DC currents.
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Alternatively, gelatin could also be used to build sensors, and electrodes, or even
generate electric signals. Hardman et al., used a mixture of gelatin, glycerol, water, and
citric acid in the ratio of 1:1.5:2.5:0.2, along with an additive of NaCl, that they extruded to
3D print ionic strain sensors that have highly linear responses to strain with impressive
electrical properties (Figure 4B) [28]. NaCl reduces the baseline resistance of the material
for strain sensing. They printed the sensors on a glove to read strain data while flexing
their fingers. Choe et al., used electrohydrodynamic printing to fabricate gelatin-based elec-
trodes with self-healing capabilities that could almost fully recover performance even if the
electrodes were damaged due to tannic acid in the mixture forming hydrogen bonds [81].
These electrodes could be attached with elastomers to create dielectric elastomer actuators
with good actuator operation and could also be used as strain sensors. Liu et al., created an
actuator that generates a piezoelectric signal while being actuated by changes in humid-
ity [43]. Gelatin was doped with poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-poly(styrenesulfonate)
(PEDOT:PSS) to improve mechanical integrity. The gelatin mixture was then spin-coated
and combined with piezoelectric poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) film that can work as an
alternating current generator when actuated. Energy from water vapor is absorbed into the
water-responsive material and is converted to mechanical motion which then generates an
electric signal. The actuator had good mechanical and humidity-responsive properties and
may have applications in self-powering biomedicine robotic systems and sensors.

2.3. Twisting and Winding Actuators

While soft actuators have previously been widely studied for bending, expanding,
and shrinking movements, there is now also more recent literature on twisting or torsional
soft actuators [36,82]. However, there is a need to further explore twisting actuators in
soft robotics, especially those made from biocompatible materials such as gelatin. These
actuation motions are necessary to simulate the bio-morphology of the left ventricle of
the heart, for example [83]. Twisting and winding gelatin actuators were inspired by self-
winding and shape-changing mechanisms in nature such as seed dispersal units, climbing
plants, carnivorous plants, and plant tendrils (Figure 5A,B) [84–86]. Helical shapes in
nature are usually formed by competition between bending and in-plane stretching energy
due to internal or external forces [47].
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tuation in edamame seedpods with clay composite twisting actuation scheme [86]. (B) Conifer
pinecone bending motion when dried out to when fully hydrated (original images) with clay
composite bending actuation scheme [86]. (C) Thermally stimulated shape memory gelatin hy-
drogels twisting actuators (Adapted) [87]. (Images (A–C) are licensed under CC BY 4.0 (http:
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 30 October 2022))).

Many of the plant-inspired twisting gelatin actuators are stimulated by swelling in
water. One study took inspiration from the fact that many of these shape-changing mecha-
nisms in nature are due to cellulose microfibrils (CMFs) arranged in specific orientations
that limit externally actuated swelling or shrinking in certain directions [84]. They simu-
late the shape-changing effect of the CMFs with anisotropic reinforcement microparticles,
such as aluminum oxide platelets coated with superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles
electrostatically in a gelatin matrix. A weak external magnetic field is used to orient the
particles in a similar way to natural systems. Hydrating and swelling of the gels in water
create bending and twisting motions that can be brought back to their original flat geometry
by drying. They simulated the twisting mechanisms of orchid tree chiral seed pods, the
bending mechanisms of the opening and closing of a pinecone, and the opening and closing
of a wheat awn [84]. Another study took inspiration from self-winding plant tendrils [85].
They created water-responsive gelatin actuators loaded with rigid left-handed amyloid
fibrils which were then roll-dry spun into wires. The concentration and distribution of
the amyloid fibrils in the matrix cause wire bending, while the orientation of the amyloid
fibrils causes wire twisting.

Another study designed fluid-driven hydrogel actuators in the form of origami struc-
tures called cuboid actuator units (CAUs) to achieve diverse actuation movements such as
twisting, bending, and linear contraction [88]. The origami structures have a predesigned
crease pattern that guides the directional movements of the fluid-driven hydrogel actuators
when actuated. Combining multiple types of CAUs achieved various actuation modes,
including decoupling, superposition, and reprogramming. These actuation modes were
useful for different simple applications such as a two-finger gripper and a three-finger
gripper for grasping tasks, and a multi-way circuit switch.

Another winding actuator stimulated by temperature was made out of shape memory
hydrogel synthesized by a reaction of glycidylmethacrylated gelatin with oligo(ethylene gly-
col) α,ω-dithiols, a bifunctional crosslinker, to establish a polymer network (Figure 5C) [87].
When the hydrogel was heated and subsequently cooled, the temporary winding shape
of the material was activated due to the formation of triple helices acting as temporary
netpoints. When the hydrogel was then heated, the temporary netpoints were dissociated
and the permanent shape was re-established.

3. Expanding the Use of Gelatin for Actuation

The scope of research on gelatin in actuators is not widespread because gelatin is still
considered a weak material with limitations in its mechanical properties. Despite this,
gelatin is seen as a good candidate material for biomechanical actuators because of its
attractive properties in biocompatibility, biodegradation, biomimicry, and cell proliferation.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Thus, there have been several studies aiming to enhance and expand the mechanical
properties of gelatin for actuation.

Gelatin can form various types of actuators with various stimuli methods. To expand
their applications beyond what is currently available, the material properties of gelatin
can be enhanced or developed with the use of reinforcing fibers or by foaming the gelatin
material. Another way of expanding the use of gelatin in actuation is to use gelatin as
coatings to enhance or support the functioning and efficiency of other working actuators
and active substrates.

3.1. Reinforcing Gelatin with Fibers to Improve Material Characteristics

Gelatin can be reinforced with a variety of materials to improve material characteristics,
improve mechanical properties, and constrain movement and actuation while maintaining bio-
compatibility and biodegradability. Gelatin has been reinforced with powders such as bio-ceramic
powders that enable it to be used as bone implants or repair cartilage tissue [89–91]. Gelatin has
also been reinforced by crystalline materials such as crystalline cellulose and cellulose nanocrys-
tals [53,92–94], as they are found to have excellent biocompatibility and mechanical properties,
along with water-resistive properties. Gelatin has been reinforced with nanosheet materials
such as GO sheets that increase Young’s modulus by over 50% and increase fracture stress by
over 60% [95]. These additives work well for reinforcement and expand the functionality and
applications of gelatin. Gelatin has also been reinforced with a variety of fibers and nanofibers
that are covered in the following section (Figure 6).

Natural fibers commonly used in fabrics such as silk, jute, and cotton have been used
as reinforcement in gelatin composites. Shubhra et al., fabricated silk fiber-gelatin com-
posites using compression molding [96,97]. They found that the composite had improved
mechanical properties with the tensile strength, tensile modulus, bending strength, bending
modulus, and impact strength of the composite having increased by 250 to 450%. Studies
conducted on jute-gelatin composites [54] found that the tensile strength and bending
strength of the jute composites increased by 212% and 241% when the fiber weight percent
was increased from 0% to 50% due to a higher load transfer capacity. However, both tensile
strength and bending strength decreased when the fiber content was >50% because of the
presence of fiber ends that may initiate cracks. These fibers can also be used to guide the
deformation shape on actuation like the use of crocheted cotton to constrain the pneumatic
gelatin actuator when inflated to a particular shape [3].

Other natural fibers have also been used to reinforce gelatin. Liu et al., used vegetable-
tanned collagen fibers (VCF) for gelatin reinforcement [98]. They found that the composite
films had significantly improved mechanical properties compared to pure gelatin films in
a wet state and had higher water and thermal resistance. Wei et al., used a combination
of collagen fibers and mesoporous bioactive glass particles to reinforce gelatin so that
they could cure the material in situ with UV light (Figure 6A) [99]. They found that the
composite’s shear strength increased by 62% compared to pure gelatin. In addition, the
composite’s stability was enhanced in an artificial saliva solution.
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tions containing 20% mesoporous bioactive glass exposed to an LED light for different durations [99].
(B) Fabricating gelatin-nylon 66 nanofibers through solution blow spinning with improved mechan-
ical properties [100]. (C) Cross- and sagittal-sectioned SEM images of (i,ii) gelatin; (iii,iv) CNFs;
(v,vi) (Gel:CNFs)-75:25 [101]. (D) Delignified wood fiber reinforcement, gelatin, and delignified
wood/gelatin hydrogel. SEM image of freeze-dried delignified wood with a well-preserved cellular
structure, and optical microscopy image of a delignified wood/gelatin composite hydrogel [102].
(E) The SEM images of a gelatin biomaterial ink without suture fibers and with suture fibers [103].
(Images (A–E) are licensed under CC BY 4.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (ac-
cessed on 30 October 2022))).

Synthetic fabric fibers that are biocompatible but not biodegradable, such as nylon
and polyester, have been used as reinforcement in gelatin composites. Yang et al., used a
mixture of nylon 66 and gelatin to fabricate nanofibers through a solution blow spinning
technique to create composite films with improved mechanical properties (Figure 6B) [100].
The elongation at the break of the composited film increased from 7.98% to 30.36%, and
the tensile strength increased from 0.03 MPa to 1.42 MPa. The composite produced an
improved water barrier. Dacron fibers are woven or knitted polyester fibers currently
used in biomedical practices as grafts that have also been gelatin reinforced to improve
hydrophilicity and cell adhesion [104–106]. Dacron-gelatin composites that have been used
in prosthetic heart valves can release lysozyme anti-bacterial proteins to reduce infections
since impregnating the Dacron with gelatin increased the lysozyme loading capacity with a
sustained release 30 h after implantation [106].

In recent years, nanocelluloses such as cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs) and cellulose
nanocrystals (CNCs) have been evaluated for biomedical applications due to low toxicity,
biocompatibility, and excellent mechanical properties [101,107]. Due to the synergistic
interaction between CNF and gelatin, their bio-composites had higher cytocompatibility
compared to pure gelatin and CNFs (Figure 6C) [101]. Reinforcing the gelatin with CNFs
improved the maximum compressive breaking strength 5.75-fold more than that of pure
gelatin, and significantly increased the strain [108]. The Young’s Modulus also increased
linearly with increasing amounts of CNFs added to the gelatin [101]. Wang et al., developed
a nanofiber cellulose (NFC) reinforced gelatin structure and found that it increased material
hardness while reducing elasticity [109]. Wang et al., extracted lignin from wood to form
delignified wood-gelatin composites crosslinked with genipin (Figure 6D) [102]. This
approach takes advantage of the highly aligned cellulose nanofibril bundles in the cell
walls of the delignified wood to increase mechanical support, mechanical strength, and
stiffness, and also to improve liquid conduction through the naturally aligned micro
and nanochannels.

Gelatin has also been reinforced with carbon nanofibers due to their excellent bio-
compatibility and successful use in several clinical applications [110]. It was found that
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for long carbon fibers in a gelatin composite, the increase in carbon fiber volume fraction
increased the tensile strength, modulus, and shear strength. For short carbon fibers in a
gelatin composite, the increase in carbon fiber volume fraction initially increased tensile
strength and modulus, which then later decreased, while shear strength improved and
then reached a constant value. Long carbon fiber composites consistently demonstrated
higher mechanical properties than short fiber composites.

Since gelatin itself can be spun into fibers, Ravishankar et al., jet-spun gelatin into fibers
when blended with polycaprolactone to mimic diameters in the range found in a heart valve
extracellular matrix [111]. These fibers were embedded in a methacrylated hydrogel mixture
of gelatin, sodium hyaluronate, and chondroitin sulfate to create reinforced composites.
The reinforced composites were able to swell higher than the hydrogel alone and were able
to mimic heart valve mechanical behavior and have a high cell viability. Gelatin fibers were
also hand-spun and electrospun [112]. They found that gelatin fiber acts as a foaming agent
when placed in Linear Low-density Polyethylene (LLDPE) and that mechanical properties
such as tensile strength, bending strength, elongation at break, tensile modulus, bending
modulus, and hardness decreased with the increase in gelatin fiber in the LLDPE composite.

Gelatin actuators and structures can also be used as biomaterial ink and 3D-printed
fibers could be used to reinforce the ink to enhance mechanical properties [103,108]. Jiang
et al., added cellulose microfibrils to their 3D printing gelatin inks and found that the
resulting parts had improved mechanical strength [108]. Choi et al., added biodegradable
suture fibers to the gelatin biomaterial ink which improved their printing accuracy to 97%,
their mechanical strength 6-fold, and their dimensional stability (Figure 6E) [103].

3.2. Gelatin Cellular Solids to Improve Material Properties

Cellular structure solids are porous materials that offer increased benefits due to their
low density large surface-to-volume ratio, energy absorption properties, high thermal and
acoustic insulation, and low power loss factor. Gelatin cellular solids are a type of bio-foam
that have increased benefits due to them being non-toxic, biocompatible, and biodegradable
while maintaining the desirable properties of synthetic cellular solids, including improved
thermal and acoustic insulation properties, increased biochemical activities, and a high
specific surface area [113]. Gelatin foams have typically been used in the biomechanical
field for tissue regeneration, the release of bioactive substances, and as biodegradable
packaging materials.

There are a variety of material properties that affect foam behavior such as density,
pore connectivity, pore size distribution, or mechanical properties. [114,115]. Pore con-
nectivity defines whether the solid foam is a closed-cell foam (neighboring gas pores are
separated by thin films) or an open-cell foam, also known as sponges (the gas phase is
continuous) [115]. Closed-cell foams are useful for structural, protective, and thermal
insulation applications as mechanical stiffness is ensured and air motion is avoided [115].
Open-cell foams are useful for the propagation and growth of 3D-cell networks, and acous-
tic insulation applications. These benefits of gelatin foams can be exploited and expanded
for actuation by using them as coatings or alongside other actuators.

Whether a foam is open-cell or closed-cell is heavily influenced by its fabrication
process [113]. Open-cell gelatin foams can be fabricated through conventional foaming
methods such as mechanical foaming (whipping, stirring, shaking, static mixing, and
ultrasonic cavitation) and foaming through physical or chemical blowing agents [113].
Mechanical foaming is non-toxic and safe compared to using blowing agents but is difficult
to control and quantify [113]. Closed-cell gelatin foams can be fabricated through Thermally
Induced Phase Separation (TIPS) with freeze-drying, or other lesser-known techniques, such
as microwave foaming (Figure 7A) [116]. Of all methods, freeze drying and TIPS are the
most widely reported for fabricating gelatin-based cellular solids because of their multiple
advantages [113]. Freeze drying results in superior cellular structure stability and batch-to-
batch consistency and allows for the creation of tailored morphologies (e.g., open/closed,
fibrous/porous/membrane-like) by adjusting the processing parameters [113]. There are
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several other techniques to fabricate gelatin foams including 3D printing, electrospinning,
gas foaming, and particle leaching methods. However, most techniques including freeze-
drying, gas foaming, or salt leaching result in a combination of open- and closed-cell
pores [116].
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Figure 7. Gelatin foam enhancement. (A) Microwave-assisted fabrication of gelatin foams before and
after microwaving at 700 W for 30 secs, with a view of the foam structure [116]. (B) The chemical
structure and electric field/sunlight highly enhanced the uranium-adsorbing mechanism of the
wood-mimetic directional macro-porous MXene-based hydrogel [117]. (C) (i) Bubbles generated
by focusing a laser pulse into a 6 wt% gelatin gel supersaturated with dissolved air and (ii) finite-
amplitude spherical oscillations of a bubble in the 6 wt% gelatin gel under 28 kHz ultrasound
irradiation; the scale bar represents 100 µm [118]. (Images (A–C) are licensed under CC BY 4.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 30 October 2022))).

One of the common uses of fabricating gelatin foams is to fabricate scaffolds for
tissue engineering [119,120], wound healing [14,15], artificial skin, sealants, bone repairing
matrices [21,121], and blood plasma expanders [113]. In most of these applications, the
gelatin foam is more of a passive foam rather than an actuated one.

However, gelatin foams can play more active roles as well. Fu et al., developed
a muscle-like magnetorheological actuator with a magneto-restrictive component made
of an alginate-gelatin sponge embedded with micron carbonyl iron particles and Fe3O4
nanoparticles wrapped with MWCNTs [122]. A polymer sponge matrix was used compared
to a general elastomer because of its better flexibility and deformability, useful for soft
actuation, and better ability to support magnetic particles than fluids and gels under
a free boundary without encapsulation. The actuation performance was significantly
influenced by the mass ratio of AL-GE and the mass fraction of the uniformly dispersed
magnetic particles. The sponge exhibited superior flexibility and enhanced magneto-
induced performance compared with other magnetic AL-GE sponge matrices. Chen et al.,
developed a wood-biomimetic macro-porous metal carbide/carbonitride (MXene) based
hydrogel that can be enhanced by electric fields and sunlight irradiation to adsorb uranium
from seawater (Figure 7B) [117]. The hydrogel has oriented micropores that allow for a high
specific surface area for adsorption and has a good conductivity enhanced by the electric
field/sunlight which accelerates the immigration of uranyl ions and the high efficiency of
photothermal conversion. The uranium adsorption of the porous hydrogel increases by
79.95% when under both a 0.4 V electric field and sun irradiation.

Another active role played by gelatin foams as actuated devices are when the bubbles
can be manipulated for drug delivery [123]. Ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) are a
special bubble type that were moved to tumor sites where an ultrasound or shock wave
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would excite it for drug delivery [124–126]. Acoustics could also be used to vaporize
droplets to deliver drugs to cancer cells [127]. Similarly, gelatin was seen to liquefy when
hit with a shock wave, and the shockwaves induced the collapse of gelatin bubbles with
accompanying high-speed jets [128–131]. Another study used a shock tube to apply a
planar shock front which provides an instantaneous pressure jump to a constant high
pressure to induce the collapse of gas bubbles in a gelatinous mixture and could be used
for targeted drug delivery and cancer research. [132]. Similar studies and results were
found by Murakami et al., using ultrasonic irradiation to collapse bubbles in a gelatin
gel where the bubbles were generated by focusing a laser pulse into a 6 wt% gelatin gel
supersaturated with dissolved air and examined the role of viscoelasticity since human
tissues are viscoelastic (Figure 7C) [118]. A better understanding of the role of viscoelasticity
in acoustic bubble dynamics is desirable since collapsing bubbles and the cavitation of
bubble activities do cause damage or heating to nearby tissues [125,131,133] and studies
must be conducted on gelatin porous structures to estimate and control this damage.

Gelatin foams are also capable of enhancing actuator feedback and control by be-
having as biodegradable sensors, such as capacitors [3,134]. Baumgartner et al., created
a deformable gelatin foam capacitor that added tactile sense to their gelatin actuator [3].
They used food additives, mono- and di-glycerides of fatty acids (E471), to create the stable
air bubbles of the foam sandwiched between two zinc electrodes such that an applied load
could compress the soft foam, leading to impedance change. They were also able to use
this foam to create a pressure-sensitive e-skin that was able to detect objects with complex
shapes. Fan and Shen also developed a supercapacitor that is made of a microporous gelatin
structure [135] since micropores can enhance electric double-layer capacitance. Since it
is difficult for electrolyte ions to penetrate micropores, they improved ion transferring at
high current densities with graphene oxide dispersed in the gelatin mixture. The resulting
porous carbon nanosheet had excellent electrical conductivity and supercapacitor perfor-
mance. Wang et al., created a gelatin-based microporous thermoelectric generator that was
regulated and optimized by silica nanoparticles that improved ionic conductivity [136].
They created wearable devices such as wristbands and sleeves that could light up an LED
or power a calculator by harvesting and storing low-grade body heat energy. Wearable
energy harvesters such as these aid the problem of power supply for wearable devices.

3.3. Using Gelatin as Coatings on Other Actuators

Hydrogel coatings are commonly used for a variety of applications due to favorable
traits such as biocompatibility, lubricity, and flexibility (Figure 8A) [137]. Gelatin coatings
are widely used due to their ability to form uniform, strong, clear, and moderately flexible
coatings that can readily swell and absorb water, making them ideal for the manufacture
of capsules and photographic films [54]. Gelatin is currently widely used as a coating in
the food industry due to its water-binding ability, gel-formation ability, water vapor bar-
rier, film-forming ability, foam-forming ability, emulsification tendency, color-maintaining
ability, and antioxidant activities [4,5]. Gelatin coatings and packaging films are also used
to preserve foods and extend their shelf life [2]. In addition, gelatin coatings are used in
the pharmaceutical industry because they are nonirritating, relatively low antigenic, inert,
toxicity-reducing, and inexpensive, and they enhance the physical stability, targeting ability,
and biocompatibility of nanoparticles [6,7]. Gelatin coatings were also used to encapsulate
a probiotic yeast on chemically crosslinked gelatin hydrogels to protect the bioactive agents
in different environments (Figure 8B) [138] and increase the efficiency of drug delivery
into cancer cells by coating drug-encapsulating liposomes (Figure 8C) [7]. Gelatin can also
be used on nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes for superb affinity and uniformity
wrapping on the surface of the carbon fiber while improving even distribution in a resin
matrix to produce an advanced CNT-reinforced CFRP composite (Figure 8D) [139]. Since
gelatin coatings are so versatile, they can be extended to support or expand actuating
function on other actuators.
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and their applications. (B) The protocol followed for the encapsulation of probiotic cells in the gelatin-
glutaraldehyde (GTA) matrix [138]. (C) Summary of the cellular uptake of gelatin-coated liposomes [7].
(D) Mechanical robust gelatin-CNTs/CFRP composite [139]. (Images (B–D) are licensed under CC BY 4.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ (accessed on 30 October 2022))).

Wei et al., used gelatin methacryloyl (GelMA) to develop a biodegradable coating
with mechanically tunable, anti-freezing, and long-term storage properties through facilely
soaking strategies [137]. The coating is tunable due to the hydrophobic aggregation and
hydrogen bonding of the hydrogel. They found that the coating was stable without
disintegration on a variety of substrates of different geometrical shapes such as glass,
ceramic, iron, wood, PTFE, and glass. They also found the coating to have superior
interfacial adhesion and flexibility. These properties make the coating a good option for
biomedical devices and actuators as this material coating can reduce friction between soft
tissues and medical tools/rigid implantables.

Gelatin coatings also have thermal protective properties. Nickel-titanium shape mem-
ory alloys (NiTi SMAs) have been used for biomedical applications such as stents, orthodon-
tic arc wires, and orthopedic staples due to their favorable features such as stable shape
memory and small cross sections [140–142]. However, since they are thermally actuated,
their surface temperatures limit biomedical applications. NiTi implants are also prone to
nickel ion dissolution which could lead to medical complications. Simsek et al., developed
a NiTi SMA with a coating made of a blend of gelatin and polyvinyl alcohol which provides
a hydrophilic surface that forms a cushion at soft tissue-implant interfaces [140].

Gelatin coatings can also protect against humidity and swelling. Tan et al., used
gelatin as a coating for long-period grating sensors used to measure relative humidity since
gelatin is highly sensitive and can vary its index of refraction with relative humidity while
protecting the sensor from water droplet condensation, short-circuiting, and corrosion [143].
Gelatin by itself exhibits poor barrier properties against water vapor due to its hydrophilic
characteristics and being a hygroscopic material [94,144]. Thus, gelatin is a disadvantage
in high moisture environments because the films may disintegrate in contact with water.
A uniform dispersion of cellulose nanocrystals in nanocomposite films could block the
permeating path of small molecules and lead to a good barrier performance [145]. The CNC-
gelatin matrix was used in seed coatings and was found to reduce moisture absorption by
a maximum of 39% due to CNC-gelatin hydrogen bonding interactions which reduced the
chance of water molecules bonding to sorption sites and thus reduced the water uptake [94].
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Baumgartner et al., developed an autonomous e-skin sensor patch made of a mixture
of gelatin, glycerol, water, and citric acid and enhanced it with sensors to provide the
multimodal sensing of temperature, humidity, and the state of deformation [3]. The
temperature sensor was made of graphite powder and carnauba wax and could monitor
temperature variations in proximity to a hot object. The humidity sensor was a designed
interdigital electrode that could detect humidity changes induced by aspiration. Equipping
soft actuators with such skins could bring them closer to autonomy.

4. Discussion

Soft robot actuators have several advantages over conventional robots such as safer
human-machine interactions, adaptability to wearable devices, adept at navigating uneven
terrains, resilience to perturbations, high conformity, and adaptability [146,147]. They have
a wide range of functions, including wearables, grippers, and movement and locomotion,
as well as biomechanical applications, such as rehabilitation devices, soft tools for surgery,
drug delivery, artificial organs, and active simulators for training [148], and can be made
in small scale [149,150]. In addition, the foreign body response to synthetic materials can
dictate the long-term applicability of devices. Thus, biocompatibility and biomimicry are
key considerations for soft robotics in biomedical engineering [148].

Gelatin is both biocompatible and biodegradable. The mechanical properties of gelatin
are also tunable and can mimic human tissue due to its versatility. Therefore, it is a good
candidate material to fabricate soft actuators for biomechanical applications. Gelatin also
has many unique properties that promote cell proliferation and fluid absorbance that
are beneficial for biomedical applications. The scope of research on gelatin actuators is
increasing largely because their properties can be improved, and their applications in
actuation can be vastly expanded with the use of plasticizers, crosslinkers, nanoparticles,
fiber reinforcements, and foam structures. These additives leverage gelatin as a foundation
and mold its properties to enhance and even transform them. Efforts to tune the mechanical
properties of gelatin have yielded composites of a variety of stiffnesses to match a variety
of biological tissues (Figure 9). The stiffness and porosity of gelatin-based hydrogels, such
as GelMA hydrogel, can be controlled by tuning the hydrogel concentration, degree of
functionalization, UV intensity, temperature, and additive supplementation [151–153].
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Figure 9. Depiction of gelatin tunability by comparing its stiffnesses against different tissue stiff-
ness. (i) Alendronate-functionalized GelMA [154], (ii) GelMA/m-TG [121], (iii) GelMA–UV pene-
trated [155], (iv) Fibrin/gelatin [156], (v) Enzyme crosslinked gelatin-laminin hybrid [33], (vi) GelMA
based platforms [33], (vii) 2D Photo-crosslinked GelMA [157], (viii) GelMA and poly(2-hydrox-ethyl
methacrylate) (pHEMA) interpenetrating network (IPN) hydrogels [158], (ix) Gelatin of different
concentrations [159], (x) Silk fibroin-Gelatin Bio-ink [160], (xi) GELMA-polyacrylamide (PAA) [161],
(xii) GelMA/doped bioactive glass (BG) [162], (xiii) GelMA/bacterial cellulose (BC) [163], and
(xiv) Theoretical value modeled for 100% GelMA gel at infinite exposure time [164]. Created with
BioRender.com (accessed on 30 October 2022).
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As such, gelatin has been explored for actuation with different modes, i.e., linear,
bending, folding, and twisting. It also has different methods of stimulation or actuation
mediums, such as pneumatic, electric, magnetic, pH, light, and temperature, due to different
additives and crosslinkers. We can also find the maximum actuation deflection to size
percent of the different types of actuators. The swelling-stimulated linear actuators are
typically small but can swell up to 500% of their initial size when solvent-stimulated [54].
Bending gelatin actuators have a deflection to size percent of 30 to 50% when stimulated
thermally or with solvent [22,41,63], and larger ratios of 100 to 130% when stimulated
pneumatically, electrically, or mechanically [3,23,44,64]. The linear deflection to size percent
for twisting gelatin actuators is typically around 75% for any stimulant, including solvent,
pneumatic, or thermal [84,85].

In addition to actuators, gelatin is also extendable as sensors, capacitors, generators,
and coatings for other non-gelatin actuators and active materials that we have discussed
throughout this paper. Furthermore, using gelatin as a coating may provide enhanced
biocompatibility for implantable devices. The soft robotics field is rapidly growing with
innovations in biomechanical actuators. As there are many benefits to gelatin’s properties
and there are relevant ways that gelatin can be enhanced, there is the potential for typical
actuators to be built and enhanced with gelatin. Thus, gelatin can increase the opportunities
to more safely interface soft robotics in implantable systems and broaden the scope for
innovation in biomechanics.
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